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Executive Summary 
 

The objective of this study is to determine the relationships between short-term and long-term emission 

targets of EU emissions reduction pathways - specifically to assess the 2020 target from a 2050 perspective. 

More than a goal in itself, the 2050 target is a means to maintain the global temperature increase below 

2°C. 

The study evaluates the consistency of the short-term and long-term targets from an economic point of 

view. In particular, it explores the following questions: 

 If the 2020 target is reached, does it put the European economy in a favourable position to reach the 

2050 target? 

 Would the 2050 target be difficult or expensive to reach even if the 2020 target was met? 

 What are the costs of reaching a long-term target, given a short-term target? How do the emission 

trajectory and its short-term passage point influence the cost of reaching a long-term target? 

 

To explore these issues, numerical experiments have been conducted with the global hybrid general 

equilibrium model: Imaclim-R, which represents the world economy disaggregated into 12 regions, including 

Europe, and into 12 economic sectors.  

 

The main result of the analysis is that the emission reduction effort over the 2020-2050 period will have to 

be higher, in both absolute terms and in terms of rate of emission decrease, than the effort until 2020, if 

both the 2020 and 2050 targets are to be reached. Although it is tempting to infer from this result that there 

is a rationale to move beyond 20% in 2020, such an inference needs to be evaluated from an economic 

basis. Indeed, even though a shift of reduction efforts earlier can bring economic co-benefits in terms of 

energy security, there is a risk of significant short-term macroeconomic costs associated to the tightening of 

the 2020 target. Therefore alternative policy designs (complementary to setting a price of carbon) have to 

hedge against this risk of high short-term costs. 

 

First, the results thus suggest that framing the debate only on the choice of a number for the 2020 target is 

not enough, and that sectoral policies have to be articulated together with this target. Second, sectors 

respond differently to the same carbon price signal, due to differences in inertias and availability of low-

carbon technologies. Therefore, there is a rationale to differentiate policy signals across sector. Finally, 

complementary policies are necessary for sectors weakly responding to carbon prices, in particular for the 

transportation sector. 
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Objectives and methodology 

Context of the study 

 

The EU has announced an ambitious target in 2050 as a political will1, and is discussing and implementing 

the Climate and Energy Package (CEP), which considers measures for the period until 2020. This CEP 

notably sets the target to reduce greenhouse gases emissions in 2020 by -20% compared to 1990 levels. 

Similarly elsewhere in the world, countries announce long-term ambitious goals of GHG reductions, while 

negotiations concentrate on 2020 targets, for instance the “pledges” following the Copenhagen Accord. 

 

The debates on the 2020 targets, in the EU and elsewhere, are sometimes confusing. They give the 

impression that reaching a particular target in 2020 is a goal in itself. In a way, it is. The EU needs to do its 

share, together with other developed and emerging countries, so that global emissions peak no later than 

20202. But it is also a means to an end. 2020 targets should be looked at from a 2050 perspective. 2020 is a 

passage point in a long-term emissions reduction pathway leading to a particular 2050 target. The EU 

indeed committed to reduce its GHG emissions by at least 80% in 2050.  

 

Since the 2020 target is not only a goal in itself but also a mean to reach the 2050 target, it is necessary to 

evaluate the consistency of these two targets. Until now, this consistency issue has only been studied from a 

“physical” point of view: the indicator studied is the mean annual GHG emissions reductions over periods 

considered (today-2020 and 2020-2050). For instance, Ward and Grubb (2009) considered the emissions 

trajectories to reach the 2050 target for two alternative assumptions: either a constant absolute reduction 

per year, or a constant rate of emission decrease. Note that the former implies lower percentage reductions 

in early years but greatly increased percentage reductions in later years. The gradient of the trajectory 

pathways measure the annual emissions reduction effort to be achieved. Ward and Grubb showed that the 

short-term targets, Kyoto target and the 2020 target, are above both of the emissions trajectories 

considered (Figure 1). 

 

                                                
1 Several European countries have translated this 2050 goal into legally binding commitments, it is for instance included 
in UK Climate Change bill or in France “loi grenelle sur l’environnement”.	  	  
2 If the 2°C target is to be met with a reasonable probability (IPCC AR4).	  
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Figure 1 : EU Emissions trajectories to reach the 2050 target, with constant absolute reduction per year 

(blue) or constant rate of emission decrease (red), and short-term policy targets. The High target 

corresponds to a-30% target, the Low target to a -20% target. Source: M. Ward and M. Grubb (2009). 

 

The Imaclim-R framework 

 

The analysis is based on numerical experiments conducted with the Imaclim-R framework. It is a global 

hybrid general equilibrium model. It represents the world economy, disaggregated into 12 regions, one of 

which is Europe, and into 12 sectors.  

The model is hybrid, which means it combines macroeconomic consistency with technology explicitness. 

Moreover, this framework encompasses second best features: the possible underutilization of production 

factors (labour and capital), the interplay between technological inertia and imperfect foresight (the price 

signals incorporated in adaptive expectations is a function of current prices and past trends3), and the 

rigidities of labor markets.  

The theoretical characteristics of the model are fully detailed in Sassi et al. (2010) and tested against real 

data on India in Guivarch et al. (2009). The model is calibrated on data from GTAP 6 database (Dimaranan 

and McDougall 2002) that provides, for the year 2001, a set of balanced input-output tables of the world 

economy, detailed in 87 regions and 57 sectors. The original GTAP-6 dataset is modified (i) to aggregate 

                                                
3 In the version of the model used in this study, anticipations of fossil fuels prices are myopic and anticipations of the 
carbon prices are adaptive: when making investment decisions, agents prolong the past 2 years trend of carbon price 
increase over the lifetime of the investment considered.	  
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regions and sectors according to the Imaclim-R mapping (Table 1) (ii) to make it fully compatible with the 

2001 IEA energy balances4.  

Note that the current version of the model only encompasses the CO2 emissions from energy combustion, 

which limits the scope of the analysis below to these emissions. 

 

Regions  Sectors 

USA 

Canada 

Europe 

OECD Pacific (JP, AU, NZ, KR) 

Former Soviet Union 

China  

India 

Brazil 

Middle-East Countries 

Africa 

Rest of Asia 

Rest of Latin America 

Coal 

Oil 

Gas 

Liquid Fuels 

Electricity 

Air 

Water 

Other transports 

Construction 

Agriculture 

Energy-intensive industry 

Composite (services and light industry) 

Table 1: Regional and sectoral disaggregation of the IMACLIM-R model. 

 

The appendix to this report gives more details on the model and its parameterization, in particular on the 

representation of oil supply. 

 

Numerical experiments 
 

The numerical experiments consist in several alternative scenarios over the 2010-2050 horizon5. The 

rationale to use alternative scenarios is to explore how some variants in the policy design influence the 

results, in particular in terms of policy costs. More than absolute quantification, the main result of the study 

will lie in a relative analysis of the alternative scenarios, which will allow disentangling the mechanisms at 

play and identifying the determining factors of the policy costs, and their relative magnitude. In other words, 

the question explored is more “How can the cost of reaching an emissions reduction target be reduced?” 

rather than “What is the cost of reaching an emissions reduction target?”. 

 

                                                
4 This process of building hybrid input-output matrices is very precisely discussed in (Sands, Miller and Kim 2005). 
5 The model is forced to reproduce observed data for the 2001-2009 period.	  
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Alternative scenarios 
 

i. Reference 

 

The reference scenario has no emission constraint over the whole period, and will be used for comparisons. 

Note that this scenario does not take into account the economic implications of climate change that would 

occur due to the unconstrained emissions. It is therefore “virtual”, and the comparison with climate policies 

scenarios is to be taken with care because it allow for environmental and economic benefits from reduced 

emissions. 

 

ii. Climate policies scenarios 

 

Climate policies scenarios correspond to model runs with constrains on the CO2 emissions trajectory over the 

period from now to 2050.  

 

1) “Test case” or “-20 scenario”:  

 

This « -20 scenario » corresponds to the following emissions constraints: 

 

- For Europe:  a linear decrease of emissions from now to the target -20% in 2020 compared to 1990 

levels, and a linear decrease of emissions from 2020 and 2050 to reach the point -75% in 2050, 

with a linear decrease of offsets (see Figure 2).  This target in 2050 is translated from the -80% to -

95% for all GHG gases, including LULUCF, by assuming that the potential for reductions from other 

gases than CO2 is slightly superior to the potential for CO2 emissions reductions, and that there is a 

potential for net negative emissions from LULUCF. Therefore we retained a -75% target for CO2 

only. Following Galharret (2009), international offsets in 2020 are taken equal to 5% of 1990 

emissions, hence in 2020 the “-20 scenario” corresponds to -15% domestic emissions reductions. 

The use of offsets is considered to be increasing linearly from now to 2020 and decreasing linearly 

as well from 2020 to 2050. In 2050 all the -75% reductions are domestic reductions: given the 

global level of GHG emissions reduction needed in 2050 to limit the temperature increase to less 

than 2°C, there will be no room left for the EU to reach its own 2050 target by buying a large 

amount of offsets elsewhere.  
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Figure 2: Constraint on the emission trajectory in the « test case », separated into domestic emissions and 

use of international offsets, compared to 1990 emissions level. 

 

− For the rest of Annex I countries: The emission trajectory imposed is linear between the two 

following passage-points: Copenhagen pledges in 2020 (lower bound, i.e. lower emissions reductions, 

announced), and -75% in 2050 compared to 1990 levels. 

 

− For the rest of the world: The constraint on emissions corresponds to Copenhagen pledges in 2020 

(lower bound, i.e. lower emissions reductions, announced), and in 2050 to an emission level such 

that global emissions are 50% below the 1990 level. Note that the amounts of offsets from Europe 

are added to the emission constraint of this third group of countries, and that Europe buys these 

offsets at the carbon price arising in this third group of countries. 

 

2) Policy variant: a more ambitious 2020 target, the “-30 scenario”  

 

The second variant considers a more ambitious short-term reduction target in 2020 for Europe. European 

net emissions in 2020 are brought down to -30% compared to 1990 levels, with no additional use of 

international offsets; thus EU domestic emissions are 25% below 1990 levels. The end-point in 2050 remains 

the same as in the test case. The emissions reductions trajectories until 2020, and from 2020 to 2050, are 

linear between the points defined. The emission constraints for other regions are the same as in the « test 

case ». 
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Representation of the policy to reach the emissions constraints 
 

The climate policies are represented through a uniform carbon price imposed to all sectors of the economy, 

including households, in the form of a carbon price. The model endogenously calculates the carbon taxes to 

be imposed, at each point in time, on all sectors and households in each group of countries (Europe, rest of 

Annex I, rest of the world) to respect the emissions constraints for each year. By default, the carbon tax 

revenues are given to households in a lump-sum manner. Offsets from Europe give rise to financial transfers 

from Europe to the third group of countries (rest of the world) corresponding at each date to the volume of 

offsets multiplied by the value of carbon in this third group of countries. 

It should be noted that the representation of the climate policy through a uniform carbon price imposed to 

all sectors in the economy differs on a number of important points from the actual setting considered for 

European climate policies. In particular the model used here does not differentiate the treatment of EU-ETS 

sectors and non-ETS sectors. But it is possible to conduct an ex-post analysis of the scenarios to determine 

the shares of reductions born by the various sectors of the economy, and in particular to compare the 

reduction made by the sectors covered by the EU-ETS to the targets defined in the Climate and Energy 

Package. 

Moreover, the model assumes that all emissions allowances are paid by all sectors, industry in particular 

(they face a carbon tax). There it does not take into account the parts of free emission quotas allocation to 

some ETS sectors provisioned in the European Climate and Energy Package. 

 

Sensitivity parameters of oil production 
 

As we will see, some of the results are sensitive to the parameterization of the assumptions of oil supply. 

Therefore, all scenarios will be produced for two alternative parameterization of oil supply in the model, 

corresponding to (i) a world with strong constraints bearing on oil production, and (ii) a world with less 

constraint on oil supply. For a detailed description of oil supply representation in the model and the 

alternative values given to oil supply parameters, see the Appendix. 

 

 

Analysis of results: methodology and indicators 

 

The methodology used to analyze the results is scenario comparison. The comparison with the reference (no 

emission constraint) scenario will give the absolute effects and costs of the climate policies. But since the 

reference is not a policy option and does not account for climate change damages and the associated 

impacts on the economy, it gives only a “virtual” point of comparison. The value to compare alternative 
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policy scenarios is then to explore the relative effects and costs of the different policy settings, and to 

identify the mechanisms at play and the determining factors of policy implications and costs. 

 

We will therefore focus on the comparison of the “test case” or “-20 scenario” with the “-30 scenario”. 

 

To evaluate the costs of the policies, the following indicators will be analyzed: (1) European real GDP 

growth, and (2) European real GDP variations between two scenarios (relative macroeconomic cost of the 

alternative policy). 

 

Additional indicators will be used to analyze the issue of energy security and impact of climate policies on oil 

markets: we will look at (3) the international oil prices.  

 

Finally, to explore the sectoral implications of the policies, disentangle the mechanisms at the sectoral level 

and assess the repartition of emissions reduction across sectors, (4) the emissions reductions per sector will 

be analysed. These sectoral emissions reductions will be decomposed into (5) the improvement of the 

carbon intensity of production, and (6) the variation of production volume. 

  

The consistency between the short-term and long-term emissions constraints for Europe will be assessed in 

the light of this comparison. In particular, the existence of a period of significant GDP growth slow-down will 

be identified as an inconsistency. Similarly, a period of steep increase of emissions reductions in one sector 

might indicate a potential difficulty for this sector. 
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The “-20 scenario”: a 2020 target relatively easy to reach but the 
risk of difficulties after 2020 
 

Let us first analyze the results of the “-20 scenario” in the case where oil production faces strong constraints 

(first alternative parameterization of the oil supply assumptions).  

 

Table 2 gives the mean annual growth rates of the European real GDP over the four decades of the study 

horizon in the Reference (no climate policy) scenario and the “-20 scenario”. It is noticeable that the 

European GDP growth in the “-20 scenario” is on average higher than in the Reference scenario 

during the first two decades, i.e. until 2030. This gain is mainly linked to the fact that climate 

policies reduce the tensions on oil markets and avoid a period of significant oil price increase 

that happens in the absence of climate policies. Table 3 shows international oil prices in both 

scenarios. In the Reference scenario, the first two decades show a very significant oil price rise. Indeed oil 

producers are constrained by reserves depletion, while the penetration of substitutes to oil is limited by the 

inertia of their development. On the longer term, tensions are released due to the large scale penetration of 

substitutes to oil, biofuels, synfuels, and of alternative to internal combustion engines for mobility (electric 

vehicles in particular). The climate policies, from Europe and the rest of the world, releases the tension on 

oil markets the first decades, since policies reduce energy consumption, including oil consumption. Oil prices 

are thus significantly lower, and prices rise smoothed. This illustrates the co-benefits of climate policies in 

terms of energy security: as argued in Rozenberg et al. (2010), climate policies can be seen as hedging 

strategies against the risks of oil price spikes. 

 

 

Table 2: Mean annual growth rates of the European real GDP over the four decades of the study horizon in 
the Reference scenario and in the “-20 scenario”. 

 
 

 

Table 3: International oil prices in the « -20 » climate policy scenario and in the reference scenario, over the 
period 2010-2050. 
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If climate policies in the “-20 scenario” bring economic co-benefit over the short-term thanks to a reduction 

of the economic vulnerability to oil prices rise, however, over the last two decades (2030 to 2050) the 

European growth is slower in the “-20 scenario” than in the Reference scenario. Mean annual 

growth even becomes negative over 2040-2050. This period of negative growth over the long term, in the “-

20” policy scenario indicates the inconsistency of the chosen emission reduction pathway – it is difficult to 

see policy makers willing to commit to meeting such a long term target if it results in such a short term 

impact on GDP growth.  

 

The chosen 2020 and 2050 targets (in 2020 -15% domestic emission reductions compared to 1990 level, 

and -75% in 2050) entail higher absolute emissions reductions per year after 2020 than before. Moreover it 

should be noted that the emission pathway imposed, with constant absolute emissions reductions over 

2010-2020 and 2020-2050 respectively, leads to an increase in percentage reduction over time (Table 4), 

forcing more important reduction efforts in later years, precisely when the cheapest reduction potentials 

would have already been exhausted. For comparison purposes, historical emissions decreases can be 

reminded here. A 4.8%/year rate of mean annual emissions reductions was achieved from 1980 to 1985 in 

France, it corresponds to the most rapid phase of nuclear plants deployment of the French nuclear program. 

It is the highest rate of emissions reductions historically observed at a country level over a five year period, 

excluding the cases of CIS countries during the years of economic recession after the collapse of the USSR. 

The fastest rate of emissions reductions for a country since the creation of UNFCCC (1992) is 1.2% mean 

annual reduction, in Sweden. 

 

 

 

Table 4: Mean annual emissions reductions for the European economy as a whole, for each decade of the 
2010-2050 horizon, in the “-20” scenario. 

 

 

Table 5 details the emissions reductions for the power generation sector, the industrial sector, the 

transportation sector, the residential sector and the other sectors of the European economy for each decade 

of the 2010-2050 horizon. The repartition of emissions reductions across sectors is not 

homogenous. The power generation sector bears the larger share of the effort, in relation to its large 

reduction potential. At the end of the period, power generation is almost fully decarbonized and electricity is 

produced by a mix of renewables, nuclear plants and fossil-fueled plants with carbon capture and 

sequestration (CCS). The power generation sector is also the more rapid sector to decarbonize its 

production. At the opposite, the transportation sector is the more “inert” sector, the last to decarbonize its 

activities. Emissions from the transport sector are “only” 50% lower by 2050 compared to the 2000 level. 

The residential sector emissions reductions are also more limited than other sectors’. 
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Table 5: CO2 emissions levels per sector in 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 compared to 2000 levels, in the “-20 
scenario”. 

 

 

The reasons for the difficulties after 2020 
 

Two main elements explain the difficulties encountered after 2020 to reach the 2050 target: inertia and 

imperfect foresight. Indeed, the sectors of the economy are characterized by significant inertias in 

installed capital, infrastructures and behaviours that cannot be changed overnight. In some sectors, 

productive capacities and infrastructures have lifetimes of several decades (IEA, 2000; Worrell and 

Biermans, 2005). For instance most industrial installations have lifetimes over 30 years and urban 

infrastructure, transport infrastructure and some building have lifetime over a century. This inertia constrains 

the pace of possible decarbonisation of the sectors, in particular for inert sectors such as the transportation 

sector and the residential sector. Therefore an emissions pathway with moderate reductions the first years 

and more significant reductions the later years, such as the pathway from the « -20 scenario », is inevitably 

difficult to follow.  

 

This is reinforced by the imperfect anticipations of future price signals by agents when making their 

investment decisions. Indeed, if the increase of the carbon price after 2020 is not imperfectly anticipated 

when making investments decisions in the 2010-2020 period, the lock-in of the sectors in carbon-intensive 

structures is reinforced. To overcome both the inertias and the imperfect anticipations, the price signal after 

2020 has to rise sharply as the decarbonisation rate imposed increases. In other words, the policy signal 

might be too weak over the 2010-2020 period and fail to organize the necessary 

transformation of installed productive capacities and infrastructure early enough to reach the 

2050 target without difficulty. 

 

Note that the analysis of the “-20 scenario” presented in this first section is limited to the case where oil 

production is strongly constrained. In the case of less constraint on oil supply, the mechanisms at play are 

not different in nature. However, the gain of growth over the short-term compared to the reference scenario 

does not materialize anymore, and a slight growth slow-down is experienced. Indeed the effect of the 

reduction of tensions on oil markets is less significant (because tensions are less important), and it does not 
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offset anymore the cost of climate policies, but limits it to low levels. Over the long-term, a period of very 

low growth is also experienced. For quantifications, see Table 8 below. 

 

 

The analysis developed in this section lead to the idea that it would be necessary to trigger earlier 

transformations of the most inert sectors to avoid a lock-in of these sectors in high-carbon pathways 

and avoid the difficulties over the long-term highlighted above. The aim of the “-30 scenario” is to analyze 

whether imposing a more stringent short-term emission reduction target can meet these goals. 
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A more ambitious short-term target: an option to avoid prohibitive 
long-term costs? 

 

The trade-off between short-term costs and long-term gains from a more ambitious 2020 
target: contrasted results depending on assumptions on oil production 

 

In a world with strong constraints on oil production, moderate short-term costs and significant long-term 
gains 

 

Table 6 shows that the European growth over the short-term is significantly lower in the “-30 scenario” than 

in the “-20 scenario” (0.08 percentage point per year), but remains slightly higher than in the Reference 

scenario. The economic benefit of a reduction of tensions on oil markets remains higher than the economic 

cost of the climate policies. Over the longer-term (between 2020 and 2050) mean annual growth is higher in 

the “-30 scenario” than in the “-20 scenario”. The period of negative growth between 2040 and 2050 is 

avoided, but growth remains relatively low during this period, and is lower than in the Reference scenario 

from 2030 to 2050. 

 

These results are explained by the reverse effect from the effect emphasized in the previous section. 

Indeed, imposing a stricter target on the short-term forces more technological and structural 

change early to the economy. This has an associated cost, but places the economy in a less 

carbon-intensive locked-in position, which allows reaching more easily the long-term target. 

 

 

Table 6: Mean annual growth rates of the European real GDP over the four decades of the study horizon in 
the Reference scenario, the “-20 scenario” and the “-30 scenario”. 

 

If long-term costs are reduced compared to the « -20 » scenario, they remain significant and growth is low 

during the last decade.  

 

Another way to visualize the trade off between lower short-term growth and higher long-term growth 

implied by a more ambitious 2020 target is to compare directly the European real GDP in the “-30 scenario” 

to the « -20 scenario » (Figure 3). It shows that this policy variant entails costs for the first three decades, 

but these costs are limited to a maximum of 2% of the « -20 scenario » real GDP. Long-terms gains are 

more significant (up to 8% of the « -20 scenario » real GDP) but concentrated on the last decade of the 
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horizon. The overall variation of discounted real GDP over the 2010-2050 period between the two scenarios 

indicates that the policy variant with a -30 target in 2020 represents a net economic loss 

compared to the -20 variant, for a broad range of discount rates, including for a zero-discount rate 

which gives the most weight to long-term gains (Table 7).  

 

  

Figure 3: European real GDP variations between the “-30” policy variant and the « -20 » climate policy, as a 
percentage of the « -20 scenario » European GDP, over the period 2010-2050. 

 
 

 

Table 7: Variation of discounted European real GDP over 2010-2050 between the “-30” policy variant and 
the « -20 » climate policy, as a percentage of the « -20 scenario » discounted European GDP, for several 

discount rates. 

 

However, the comparison of the costs of the two climate policy scenarios, « -20 » and « -30 », is to be 

taken with great care. These scenarios do not lead to the same environmental impact, since CO2 

emissions in the « -30 » are always lower than in the « -20 » over 2010-2050; this policy variant 

therefore limits further climate change and the associated damages (if carbon leakage rates to the rest of 

the world are lower than 100%, which is the case here), its environmental benefits are higher than for the « 

-20 scenario ». The cost comparison presented here is not in a cost-efficiency approach, and the full cost-

benefit analysis is beyond the scope of this study since the benefits of avoided climate change are not 

assessed. It can however be reminded that the Stern Review (Stern, 2006) highlighted that the cost of 
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climate policies are lower than the costs of inaction. Moreover, the 2050 target is a means to maintain the 

global temperature increase below 2°C rather than a goal in itself. 

 

In a less oil-constrained world, a different picture 
 

In a world with less constraints on oil production, the comparison between a “-20 scenario” and a “-30 

scenario” gives a different picture. The short-term costs implied by the additional emission reductions to 

reach the –30% target appear a lot more significant (up to 6% GDP loss between the “-30 scenario” and the 

“-20 scenario”), while the long-term economic gains compared to the “-20 scenario” are very modest (no 

more than 2% GDP gain) (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: European real GDP variations between the “-30” policy variant and the « -20 » climate policy, as a 
percentage of the « -20 scenario » European GDP, over the period 2010-2050, in a world where oil 

production is less constrained. 

 
 
Table 8 gives the mean annual growth rates for the Reference scenarios, the “-20” scenarios and the “-30” 

scenarios for the two alternative parameterization of constraints bearing on oil production. It reveals that 

growth in the reference scenario is higher when oil production is less constrained, in particular over the 

short- and medium-term. Indeed lower oil prices (Table 9) allow more economic growth, due to less wealth 

transfer implied by the oil importation bill. But the macroeconomic cost of climate policies (i.e. the 

variation of economic growth between a scenario with climate policies and a scenario without) 

is higher in a world with less constraint on oil supply. In particular, note that, over the short-term, 

while climate policies bring a net gain in economic growth in a world with tight constraints on oil supply 

(1.62% or 1.54% mean annual growth rate over 2010-2020 for the -20 scenario and the -30 scenario 
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respectively, instead of 1.52% in the reference scenario), they slow growth in a world with less constraint on 

oil supply (1.60% or 1.08% mean annual growth rate over 2010-2020 for the -20 scenario and the -30 

scenario respectively, instead of 1.63% in the reference scenario). Indeed, absolute emissions reductions 

targets represent a larger deviation from the reference scenario emissions. But also, climate policies are less 

costly when oil supply is constrained because, in addition to their benefits in terms of avoided climate 

impacts, they bring important co-benefits in terms of release of oil markets tensions and resilience to oil 

prices rise. This co-benefit is less significant when tensions on oil markets are lower, and do not offset the 

slowdown of growth implied by the carbon constraint. 

 

In particular, Table 8 shows that the growth slow down over the short-term (2010-2020) due to the 

additional emissions reductions target in 2020 in the “-30 scenario” compared to the “-20 scenario” is a lot 

more significant in a world where oil production is less constrained (0.52 percentage point loss of real GDP 

growth) than in a world where oil production is very constrained (0.08 percentage point loss of real GDP 

growth). To understand this result, it is necessary to explore the sectoral mechanisms at play, which is the 

object of the following section. 

 
 

 

Table 8: Mean annual growth rates of the European real GDP over the four decades of the study horizon in 
the Reference scenario, the “-20 scenario” and the “-30 scenario”, for two alternative parameterization of 

determinants of oil supply, one representing a world with important constraints on oil production (first three 
lines), the other corresponding to a world where oil production is less constrained (last three lines). 
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Table 9: International oil prices in the Reference scenario, the “-20 scenario” and the “-30 scenario”, for two 
alternative parameterization of determinants of oil supply, one representing a world with important 

constraints on oil production (first three lines), the other corresponding to a world where oil production is 
less constrained (last three lines). 

 
 

Sectoral analysis: the mechanisms at play 
 

Emission reductions in 2020: contrasted repartition among sectors depending on energy types relative prices 
 

Table 10 shows that the shares of emissions reductions among sectors are very different in the two “-20” 

scenarios depending on the constraints on oil supply. The repartition of additional emissions reductions to 

reach the “-30” target among sectors also differs greatly in a world where oil production is strongly 

constrained and in a world where oil supply is less constrained.  

 

When international oil prices are high (case oil production constrained), emissions reduction to reach the “-

20” target in 2020 are relatively evenly shared among sectors, while when oil prices are lower (hence 

liquid fuel prices are lower), emissions from transport follow an increasing trend and emissions 

reductions are mainly borne by the power generation sector and the industry sector to a lesser 

extent. The emissions reductions from these two sectors are greater if oil prices are lower. 

 

Additional emissions reductions to reach the “-30” target mainly come from the power 

generation sector in the case oil production is strongly constrained. In this case, emissions from 

transport are almost insensitive to the more stringent target because the decrease of oil prices between the 

“-20” scenario and the “-30” scenario (Table 9) offsets the increase of carbon prices. The relative prices 

change between the “-20” scenario and the “-30” scenario is therefore unfavorable to coal consuming 

activities but almost neutral for oil products consuming activities. In the case oil production is less 

constrained, the decrease of oil prices between the “-20” scenario and the “-30” scenario is 

very modest, and additional emissions reductions are more evenly shared among sectors. 

However, the power generation and industry sectors have to reach significantly lower emissions levels in 

2020 in the case oil production is less constrained than in the case oil production is strongly constrained. 

Note that the emissions reductions in the “-20” scenario in a world with less constraints on oil productions 

are already greater than in the “-30” scenario in a world with strong constraints on oil production. 

 

Table 11 shows that the additional emissions reductions from the power generation and industry sectors to 

reach the “-30” target decompose differently into a reduction of the carbon intensity of production and a 

variation of production volumes, depending on the parameterization of constraints on oil production. The 

additional reduction in the case oil production is strongly constrained are mainly met by an 

improvement of the carbon intensity of production. On the opposite, in the case oil production 
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is less constrained they require a significant reduction of production volumes, because he 

margins for carbon intensity reduction (bound by the inertia of the installed productive capital and the 

technical asymptotes) have already been exhausted. This reduction of production volumes explains the 

stronger reduction of economic growth. 

 

 

-20, oil production constrained 
 

-30, oil production constrained 

 

-20, oil production less constrained 
 

-30, oil production less constrained 

Table 10: CO2 emissions levels per sector in 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 compared to 2000 levels, in the “-
20 scenario” (left) and the “-30 scenario” (right), for two alternative parameterization of determinants of oil 

supply, one representing a world with important constraints on oil production (upper tables), the other 
corresponding to a world where oil production is less constrained (lower tables). 

 

 

 

Oil production constrained 
 

Oil production constrained 

 

Oil production less constrained 

 

Oil production less constrained 

Table 11: Decomposition of the additional CO2 emissions reductions between the “-20 scenario” and the “-
30 scenario”  into (i) a reduction of the carbon intensity of production, and (ii) a variation of production 

volumes, for industry (left) and power generation (right), for two alternative parameterization of 
determinants of oil supply, one representing a world with important constraints on oil production (upper 

tables), the other corresponding to a world where oil production is less constrained (lower tables). 
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Efficacy of the policy to act on the inert sectors: a contrasted picture on the short-term and back-pulling 
forces on the long-term 
 

If one of the aims of imposing a more ambitious 2020 target was to trigger earlier transformation of the 

productive capital and infrastructure, and in particular avoid the lock-in of the most inert sectors 

(transportation and residential) on high-carbon pathways, Table 10 shows a limited efficacy of the policy to 

act in this sense. On the short-term, the transport sector achieves significant further emissions reduction in 

the “-30” scenario than in the “-20” scenario only in the case oil production is not strongly constrained6. On 

the long-term, it appears that the repartition of emissions reductions among sectors are not 

significantly different when the 2020 target is more stringent, and the emissions reductions 

from the transport and residential sectors are still limited to less than a division by 2 compared 

to 2000 levels. Emissions from transport in 2050 are even higher in the “-30” scenario than in the “-20” 

scenario, in the case oil production is strongly constrained. Back-pulling forces are indeed driving transport 

emissions up: (i) a classical rebound effect appears when more efficient or less carbon-intensive cars lead to 

more mobility, (ii) a higher GDP in 2050 means higher households revenues, hence more mobility and a 

modal shift towards air transport (if the utility function is not modified, or in other terms if the consumptions 

preferences are not modified7), (iii) a higher GDP means more economic activity and an increase of 

associated freight transportation needs. 

 

Some tentative conclusions can be drawn from the modelling experiments analyzed in this section. 

First, an ambitious short-term emission reduction target can bring economic co-benefits in 

terms of release of oil markets tensions and resilience to oil prices rise. These co-benefits can be 

very significant in a world where oil production is very constrained. As the dynamics of oil supply are 

uncertain, the magnitude of this co-benefit is also uncertain. Therefore, this aspect of the policy can be seen 

as a hedge against steep oil price rise on the short-term. 

 

Second, the terms of the trade-off between short-term costs and long-terms gains entailed by a 

stricter 2020 emission reduction target are uncertain. In particular there is a risk of significant short-

                                                
6 In the case oil production is very constrained, emissions from transport are almost insensitive to the more stringent 
target because the decrease of oil prices between the “-20” scenario and the “-30” scenario offsets the increase of 
carbon prices. However, in this case of strong constraints on oil production, it appears that the oil prices in the model 
results are very reactive to changes in oil demand. This strong reaction is questionable and could be considered as a 
modelling artefact. 
7 It could indeed be argued that in “low carbon” a society aiming at dividing emissions by 4 or more, consumptions 
preferences, and in particular mobility behaviours, are likely to be different from today’s.	  
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term macroeconomic costs associated to the tightening of the 2020 target, with deindustrialization 

implications. 

Finally, the efficacy of the more ambitious 2020 target to trigger earlier transformation of the 

productive capital and infrastructure, and in particular avoid the lock-in of the most inert 

sectors (transportation and residential) on high-carbon pathways, appears limited. 

The two last points call for an exploration of alternative policy designs, which would be able to act on the 

most inert sectors without creating a risk of prohibitive short-term macroeconomic costs. Next section is an 

illustrative example in that sense, focussing on policies on passengers transport. 

 

These results are subject to caveats.  

First, the representation of the climate policy through a uniform carbon price imposed to all sectors in the 

economy differs on a number of important points from the actual setting considered for European climate 

policies. In particular the model used here does not differentiate the treatment of EU-ETS sectors and non-

ETS sectors. Moreover, it does not represent the parts of free emission quotas allocation to ETS sectors 

provisioned in the European Climate and Energy Package. These provisions would very likely moderate the 

effect on industrial production reduction found here in modelling results.   

 

Second, we only represented the Copenhagen pledges lower bounds and one might think that using the high 

pledges might change the costs for Europe, even if the qualitative results would not be so different. 

 

Third, in the case of strong constraints on oil production, it appears that the oil prices in the model results 

are very reactive to changes in oil demand. This strong reaction is questionable and could be considered as 

a modelling artefact. 

 

Fourth, even though the IMACLIM-R model represents learning-by-doing effects, which reduce the future 

costs of low-carbon technologies when early reduction efforts are made, it does not take into account the 

increased competitiveness of the EU in the low carbon technology area when the 2020 target is more 

stringent. 

 

The next section thus goes further, exploring alternative policy designs, which focus on the inertia of the 

transport sector. 
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A different perspective: sectoral policies complementary to carbon 
pricing 
 

The previous section highlighted that policy designs focused on strengthening the stringency of the short-

term emissions target for 2020 entails the risk of short-term macroeconomic costs, without fully assuring the 

earlier transformation of the productive capital and infrastructure of the most inert sectors (transportation 

and residential), nor avoiding the lock-in on high-carbon pathways of these sectors. 

  

These results suggest that framing the debate only on the choice of a number for the 2020 target is not 

enough, and that sectoral policies have to be articulated together with this target. 

 

Further modelling experiment: combining carbon pricing with a package of transport-specific 
policies focusing on passenger cars mobility reduction 
 

This last section draws on further modelling exercises to illustrate how such sectoral policy, on the 

transportation sector, complementary to carbon pricing can improve the overall macroeconomic outcome of 

the policy package. It will focus on a package of transport-specific policies focusing on passenger cars 

mobility reduction. 

 

To do so, we reproduce the “-30” scenario with the same emissions trajectory target as in previous 

modelling experiments, in a world with moderate constraints on oil production8. The policies in the rest of 

the world are unchanged. In Europe, the carbon pricing policy is complemented by transport-specific 

measures focusing on passenger cars mobility reduction, that favour low-carbon modes and lower mobility 

needs. We test their impact on mitigation costs by replicating the numerical experiments with two modified 

assumptions:  

• A shift in the modal structure of investment in transportation infrastructure, at constant total 

amount. Instead of the assumption that investment is allocated proportionally to modal mobility 

demand, we consider public policies that re-allocate part of them from road to low-carbon 

transportation infrastructure (rail and water).  

• A gradual reduction of the “basic needs” of transport by car. These basic needs represent a 

constrained mobility by cars (measured in passenger-kilometres) such as commuting travels. 

Each year, total mobility by car is equal to these basic needs, plus an endogenous consumption 

which depends on households' budget and transport modes relative prices. By default, and in 

order to represent the inertia existing in behaviours, infrastructure and localisation patterns, 

                                                
8 The case with strong constraint on oil supply is less relevant for this exercise, because the short-term costs of the “-30 
scenario” compared to the “-20 scenario” are very modest (see previous section). The risk of high short-term cost 
materializes in the case oil supply is less constrained. 
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basic needs are set, each year, to 50% of the previous year total mobility by car. In this 

alternative modelling experiment, it is assumed a package of policies could linearly reduce the 

basic needs to 40% of the previous year car mobility, in 20 years, meaning that a larger part of 

total mobility will be endogenous (and in particular, will respond to fuel prices). This very 

simplified representation is a proxy for urban policies ranging from policies in favour of public 

transport to policies to limit urban sprawl. 

 

It should be noted that these policies are not costed in detail in our representation, mainly because of a lack 

of data. To palliate this lack of data, and after consultation of experts from the infrastructure field, we chose 

the following representation: the “transport infrastructure policy” is done at constant overall investment, a 

part of the investment in roads is redirected towards public transports, rail and water transportation. As for 

urban policies aiming at reducing urban sprawl and policies aiming at reducing forced mobility by car, it is 

even more challenging to evaluate their costs since they range from almost free measures (e.g. 

development of telecommuting) to probably expensive infrastructure policies. In the absence of relevant 

costs evaluations, these urban policies are free in the present exercise. 

 

These representations of transport policies are admittedly very rough. The modelling experiment is here 

purely illustrative, and aims at showing what transport policies may bring to a climate policy package. 

Moreover, the transport policy modelled here only focuses on passenger cars mobility reduction, and does 

not tackle air transport, which is also a carbon-intensive sector. More than the quantified results, the focus 

here is on highlighting the mechanisms at play. 

 

To give a more tangible content to the transport policies package considered here, Figure 5 and Figure 

6 show its effect on total mobility per capita and on modal shares. Note that the policy package limits 

mobility increase over 2010-2050 compared to the increase experienced in the “-20” and “-30” scenarios. 

However, per capita mobility still follows a slightly increasing trend over the period. The policy package 

induces a modal shift away from cars, and modal report towards public transport mainly, but 

also air transport and non-motorized transport. The increasing share of air transport in total mobility 

is due to a macroeconomic rebound effect, caused by the reduction of cars mobility (households' choices are 

made between four imperfectly substitutable travelling modes, under a budget constraint and a travelling-

time constraint. See Annex A.3 for a detailed description of the transportation sector). Because of the high 

inertia of transport infrastructures and mobility behaviours, the policies have only a limited impact on the 

short-term, while effects are more visible in 2050. For instance, in 10 years a 2% modal shift away from car 

transport is already something significant. 
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Figure 5: Total mobility per capita in Europe in passenger-kilometres per capita in 2010, 2020 and 2050 in 
the “-20 scenario”, in the “-30 scenario” and in the “-30 scenario with transport policies”. 
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Figure 6: Passenger transport modal shares in Europe in 2010, 2020 and 2050 in the “-20 scenario”, in the 
“-30 scenario” and in the “-30 scenario with transport policies”. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 and Table 12 show that the complementary measures on passengers transport reduce the 

short-term costs induced by the “-30” target compared to the “-20” target. This alternative policy 

design is always better in terms of macroeconomic impact than the carbon price only policy variant. Short-

terms costs are now limited to around 2% of the “-20 scenario” real GDP, and long-terms gain reach almost 

4% in 2050. Over 2010-2020, the loss of mean annual growth is limited to 0.27 percentage point, instead of 

0.52 in the “carbon price only -30 scenario”. The transport policies package allows to shift a part of 

the reduction effort from the industrial sector to the transportation sector (Table 14), therefore 

hurting less the economic activity. 
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Figure 7: European real GDP variations between the “-30” policy variant and the « -20 » climate policy 
(blue) and between the “-30 with transport policies” variant and the « -20 » climate policy (red crosses), as 

a percentage of the « -20 scenario » European GDP, over the period 2010-2050, in a world where oil 
production is less constrained. 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Mean annual growth rates of the European real GDP over the four decades of the study horizon in 
the Reference scenario, the “-20 scenario”, the “-30 scenario” and the “-30 with transport policies scenario”, 

in a world where oil production is less constrained. 

 

 
The overall macroeconomic outcome, measured by the variation of the discounted real GDP, compared to 

the « -20 scenario », depends on the discount rate (Table 13). Low discount rate give increased 

importance to the long-term and tend to favour the “-30 with transport policies” policy variant, while higher 

discount rates give more importance to the short-term and favour the “-20” policy variant. However, as 

already mentioned, the comparison of the costs of these two climate policy scenarios is to be taken with 

great care. These scenarios do not lead to the same environmental impact, since CO2 emissions in the « -30 
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» are always lower than in the « -20 » over 2010-2050; this policy variant therefore limits further climate 

change and the associated damages (if carbon leakage rates to the rest of the world are lower than 100%, 

which is the case here), its environmental benefits are higher than for the « -20 scenario ». 

 

 

 

Table 13: Variation of discounted European real GDP over 2010-2050 between the “-30 scenario with 

transport policies” and the « -20 scenario », as a percentage of the « -20 scenario » discounted European 

GDP, for several discount rates. 

 
 
 
Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16 detail the sectoral mechanisms at play. They show the transport policies 

packages shifts part of the additional short-term emissions reductions from the industry, and to a lesser 

extent from the power generation sector, to the transport sector. This release of the reduction efforts 

required from power generation and industry limits the production volumes reductions. Carbon intensity 

improvements are almost identical to the carbon price only “-30” policy variant, equal to their maximum 

levels bounded by inertia of installed productive capacities and infrastructures and technical asymptotes. 

 

Over the long-term, two points should be noted. First, the transport policies package leads to more 

important reductions of electricity production than the carbon price only policy variant (Table 15). These 

reductions are linked to the lower demand from electric vehicles due to less mobility in this scenario. 

Second, a “rebound” of transport emissions over the long-term is still experienced in spite of the transport 

policies. Indeed, several of the channels for this “rebound” are not addressed by the policy package: (i) the 
modal shift towards air transport is more pronounced in this scenario, notably because households revenues 

are higher which favours expensive but fast transport modes, (ii) a higher GDP means more economic 

activity and an increase of associated freight transportation needs. 
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-30 scenario 
 

-30 scenario, with transport policies 

Table 14: CO2 emissions levels per sector in 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 compared to 2000 levels, in the “-
30 scenario” (left) and the “-30 scenario with transport policies” (right), in a world where oil production is 

less constrained. 

 

 

 

Table 15: Decomposition of the additional CO2 emissions reductions between the “-20 scenario” and the “-
30 scenario”  and between the “-20 scenario” and the “-30 scenario with transport policies” into (i) a 
reduction of the carbon intensity of production, and (ii) a variation of production volumes, for power 

generation, in a world where oil production is less constrained. 

 

 

 

Table 16: Decomposition of the additional CO2 emissions reductions between the “-20 scenario” and the “-
30 scenario”  and between the “-20 scenario” and the “-30 scenario with transport policies” into (i) a 

reduction of the carbon intensity of production, and (ii) a variation of production volumes, for industry, in a 
world where oil production is less constrained. 
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Conclusions and perspectives 
 

This study constitutes a first attempt to evaluate the consistency between the European short-term and 

long-term emissions reductions targets from an economic point of view. To do so, it developed a set of 

indicators to assess consistency, and showed that an emission trajectory can be labelled as “inconsistent” if 

it leads to periods of very low or negative real GDP growth. These indicators are complemented by an 

analysis of sectoral contributions to emissions reductions, to assess consistency on a sectoral basis. 

 

The results show that a pathway with a -20% target in 2020 and -75% in 2050 leads to low or even 

negative growth rates in the last decade of the study horizon. These high long-term costs are due the 

combination of inertia and imperfect anticipations that leads to a lock-in of the economy, and some inert 

sectors such as the transportation sector in particular, from which it is difficult to get out. In other terms, the 

policy signal risks to be too weak over the 2010-2020 period and fails to organize the necessary 

transformation of installed productive capacities and infrastructure to reach the 2050 target without 

difficulty. 

 

Alternative emissions pathways that shift reduction efforts earlier can bring economic co-benefits in terms of 

release of oil markets tensions and resilience to oil prices rise. These co-benefits can be very significant in a 

world where oil production is very constrained. As the dynamics of oil supply are uncertain, the magnitude of 

this co-benefit is also uncertain. Therefore, this aspect of the policy can be seen as a hedge against steep oil 

price rise on the short-term. 

 

But, the terms of the trade-off between short-term costs and long-terms gains entailed by a stricter 2020 

emission reduction target are uncertain. In particular there is a risk of significant short-term macroeconomic 

costs associated to the tightening of the 2020 target, with deindustrialization implications. Therefore 

alternative policy designs (complementary to setting a price of carbon) have to hedge against this risk of 

high short-term costs. 

 

An illustrative example showed that policies that can tackle certain sectors outside the carbon price 

mechanism can significantly lower the overall costs of meeting targets as they entail a lower carbon price, 

which will have a lower macroeconomic impact. Indeed, a package of transport-specific policies focusing on 

passenger cars mobility reduction, complementary to carbon pricing, can improve the overall macroeconomic 

outcome of the climate policy package. However, this “-30” package still leads to (moderate) short-term 

costs compared to the “-20 policy”, and does not fully avoid a period of slow growth the last decade of the 

study horizon. Moreover, this example also highlighted that strong back-pulling forces are driving transport 

emissions up over the long-term in spite of the package of transport-specific policies considered.  
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As we have highlighted in the paper, the lack of data available to evaluate the costs of sectoral policies such 

as the ones represented here calls for further research in this field. And even though our representation is 

rough, the results encourage an exploration of policy packages with measures specific to other sectors, in 

particular aiming at reducing freight transport, targeting air transport or focusing on the residential sector, 

which is also a sector with inert infrastructure and poorly responsive to carbon pricing (measures such as 

subsidies, preferential loans, tax rebates, white certificates should be factored in a broader analysis). 

 

 

These modeling exercises have three main policy implications. 

 

First, the results suggest that framing the debate only on the choice of a number for the 2020 target is not 

enough, and that sectoral policies have to be articulated together with this target. 

Second, sectors respond differently to the same carbon price signal, due to differences in inertias and 

availability of low-carbon technologies. Therefore, there is a rationale to differentiate policy signals across 

sector. 

Finally, complementary policies are necessary for sectors weakly responding to carbon prices, in particular 

for the transportation sector. 
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Appendix : the Imaclim-R modelling framework 
 
A.1. General features 

Imaclim-R is a hybrid recursive general equilibrium model of the global economy divided into 12 regions and 

12 sectors (Table 3) and solved in a yearly time step (Sassi et al. 2010). The base year of the model (2001) 

is built on the GTAP-6 database, which provides a balanced Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) of the global 

economy. The original GTAP-6 dataset has been modified to (i) aggregate regions and sectors according to 

the Imaclim-R mapping, and (ii) accommodate the 2001 IEA energy balances, in an effort to base Imaclim-R 

on a set of hybrid energy-economy matrixes. 

 

Table 3. Regional and sectoral disaggregation of the IMACLIM-R model 

Regions  Sectors 

USA 

Canada 

Europe 

OECD Pacific (JP, AU, NZ, KR) 

Former Soviet Union 

China  

India 

Brazil 

Middle-East Countries 

Africa 

Rest of Asia 

Rest of Latin America 

Coal 

Oil 

Gas 

Liquid Fuels 

Electricity 

Air 

Water 

Other transports 

Construction 

Agriculture 

Energy-intensive industry 

Composite (services and light industry) 

 

As a general equilibrium model, Imaclim-R provides a consistent macroeconomic framework to assess the 

energy-economy relationship through the clearing of commodity markets. Specific efforts have been devoted 

to building a modelling architecture allowing easy incorporation of technological information coming from 

bottom-up models and experts’ judgement within the simulated economic trajectories. The rigorous 

incorporating of information about how final demand and technical systems are transformed by economic 

incentives is allowed by the existence of physical variables that explicitly characterise equipments and 

technologies (e.g. the efficiency of cars, the intensity of production in transport, etc.). The economy is then 

described in both money-metric terms and physical quantities, the two dimensions being linked by a price 

vector. This dual vision of the economy is a precondition to guaranteeing that the projected economy is 

supported by a realistic technical background and, conversely, that any projected technical system 

corresponds to realistic economic flows and consistent sets of relative prices.  
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The full potential of this dual representation could not be exploited without abandoning the use of 

conventional aggregate production functions like nested CES functions: it is arguably almost impossible to 

find mathematical functions flexible enough to cover large departures from the reference equilibrium and to 

encompass different scenarios of structural changes resulting from the interplay between consumption 

styles, technologies and localisation patterns (Hourcade 1993). In Imaclim-R the absence of formal 

production functions is compensated by a recursive structure that allows a systematic exchange of 

information between:  

• An annual static equilibrium module with Leontief production functions (fixed equipment stocks and 

intensities of intermediary inputs, especially labour and energy; but a flexible utilisation rate). 

Solving this equilibrium at some year t provides a snapshot of the economy: information about 

relative prices, output levels, physical flows and profit rates for each sector and allocation of 

investments among sectors. 

• Dynamic modules, including demography, capital dynamics and sector-specific reduced forms of 

technology-rich models, most of which assess the reactions of technical systems to the previous 

static equilibriums. These reactions are then sent back to the static module in the form of updated 

input-output coefficients to calculate year (t+1) equilibrium. 

Between two equilibriums, technical choices are fully flexible for new capital only; the input-output 

coefficients and labour productivity are modified at the margin, because of fixed techniques embodied in 

existing equipment and resulting from past technical choices. This general putty-clay assumption is critical to 

representing the inertia in technical systems and the perverse effect of volatility in economic signals. 

Imaclim-R thus generates economic trajectories by solving successive yearly static equilibriums of the 

economy interlinked by dynamic modules. Within the static equilibrium, in each region, the demand for each 

good derives from household consumption, government consumption, investment and intermediate uses 

from the production sectors. This demand can be provided either by domestic production or imports and all 

goods and services are traded on international markets. Domestic and international markets for all goods – 

excluding labour – are cleared by a unique set of relative prices that depend on the demand and supply 

behaviours of representative agents. The calculation of this equilibrium determines relative prices, wages, 

labour, quantities of goods and services, and value flows.  

The dynamic modules shape the accumulation of capital and its technical content, they are driven by 

economic signals (such as prices or sectoral profitability) that emerge from former static equilibriums. They 

include the modelling of (i) the evolution of capital and energy equipment stock described in both vintage 

and physical units (such as number of cars, housing square meter, transportation infrastructure), (ii) of 

technological choices of economic agent described as discrete choices in explicit technology portfolios for 

key sectors such as electricity, transportation and alternative liquid fuels, or captured through reduced form 

of technology rich bottom up models, and (iii) of endogenous technical change for energy technologies (with 

learning curves). 

In this framework, the main exogenous drivers of economic growth are population and labour productivity 

dynamics. However, international trade, particularly that of energy commodities, and imperfect markets for 
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both labour (wage curve) and capital (constrained capital flows, varying utilisation rates of productive 

capacities), significantly impact on economic growth.  

 

A.2. Energy markets and CCS in the Imaclim-R model 

A.2.1. Oil  

Oil markets are described in detail in Waisman et al. (2010). In particular, oil prices are related to the 

utilization rate of oil production capacity (Kauffmann et al., 2004), which in turn depends on the dynamics of 

both the supply and the demand side. 

 

The main objective of the oil production module is to capture the drivers of short term scarcity generated by 

gaps between demand and production which cannot be bridged overnight given technical and economic 

inertia. Imaclim-R describes these determinants with a high level of site specific details that include the 

amount of ultimate resources, cost profiles of oil fields and the constraints on the deployment of production 

capacities.  

 

To describe those deployment constraints, regional oil resources are distinguished according to their cost of 

exploration and exploitation. Once the decision to initiate investments in a given oil category is made, the 

pace of deployment of production capacities is determined by inertias affecting the efficiency of exploration9. 

In line with Rehrl and Friedrich (2006), we adopt the following dynamic equation to describe the deployment 

of production capacities Cap for a given category: 

 

This analytical expression corresponds to a bell-shaped symmetric Hubbert curve (Hubbert, 1962) 

differentiated across oil categories by its steepness and the area it delimits. The former characteristic 

measures the intensity of the constraints slowing down discoveries and is captured by parameter b 

(b=0.061). The latter one accounts for the amount of ultimate reserves through parameter  (=3.1Tb in 

these scenarios). 

 

At a given point in time, oil production capacity thus depends upon two parameters, the previous decision to 

initiate exploration and the Hubbert curve that determines the geological constraints affecting the 

exploration process. In Imaclim-R, the utilization rate of those production capacities captures the level of 

tensions between supply and demand and affects the profit margin on any product: the higher the utilization 

rate, the higher the scarcity rent captured through a higher mark-up rate.  

 

                                                
9 We assume a constant time-lag between discovery and production capacity 
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Contrary to most sectors for which high unitary profit margin triggers investment decisions, Middle-East oil 

producers have the latitude to refrain from investing, hence creating tensions through an overutilization of 

their producing capacity, in order to better fulfill long term objectives. This ‘swing producer’ behavior is 

coherent with past OPEC production which has no longer fit the discovery trend since the 1970s oil shocks. 

In our scenarios, OPEC aims at a short-term price of $80/bl. As for non-Middle-East producers (that are 

“fatal producers”), they cannot but act as followers: they observe the current oil prices, and decide to launch 

exploration campaigns of a category of oil as soon as it becomes profitable.  

 

Then, to take into account in our analysis that, for a given oil field, the oil production shape will highly 

depend on the sequence of investments made to postpone the beginning of the depletion phase, there are 

two possible shares of the OPEC's amount of ultimately recoverable resources that can be extracted before 

depletion begins. The Middle-East oil production depletion can begin either when one half or three quarters 

of the resources have been extracted. The former leads to a bell-shaped production curve while the latter 

leads to a plateau-shaped curve. This parameter is the one used in our scenarios to release the tension on 

oil supply and differentiate the “constrained oil markets” from the “less constrained oil markets” scenario. 

 

A.2.2. Gas 

In the model, global gas production capacities answer to demand growth until ultimately recoverable 

resources enter a depletion process. Gas prices variations are indexed on that of oil prices via an indexation 

coefficient (0.68, see equation below) calibrated on the World Energy Model of the IEA (2007). When oil 

prices increase by 1%, gas prices increase by 0.68%. This indexation disappears when oil prices reach 

$80/bl.: beyond this threshold, the evolution of gas prices only depends on production costs and possibly on 

the depletion effect, which leads to a sharp price increase (due to an augmentation of the producer mark-up 

rate). 

Gas price in each region at year t is equal to:  

 

where: 

is the gas price in this region at year 1. 

While gas depletion has not started,  in each region is:  

 

where: 

is the international oil price at year t; 

is the international oil price at year 1. 

Moreover, if depletion has started in this region,  increases by 5% each year, regardless of oil prices. 
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A.2.3. Coal 

Coal is treated in a different way than oil and gas because of the larger amount of available resources which 

prevents coal production from entering into a depletion process before the end of the 21st century. We 

describe price formation on the international coal market with a reduced functional form which relates price 

variation to production changes. This choice allows us to capture the cyclic behavior of this commodity 

market. In these scenarios, coal price growth sensitivity with respect to coal production growth is quite high, 

so that the coal production growth cannot be absorbed without prices variations. 

Coal price in yeart is equal to: 

 

Where  

is the coal price in this region at year 1. 

is defined as  

 

with  

Where is the international coal production at year t. 

is the production growth rate that would not lead to price fluctuation (we set it to 0.05%). 

We distinguish upwards and downwards movements of production growth, in order to introduce asymmetry 

in price response: we use (=1) as the price growth elasticity to production decrease when production 

growth is lower than and (=4) when production growth is greater than . 

 

A.2.4. Carbon capture and storage 

The CCS technology is represented in the electricity sector and Coal-To-Liquid production (see 1.5 below). 

The electricity supply module in Imaclim-R represents the evolution of power generation capacities over 

time, which depends on the amount of capital available for new investments and changes in fuel and factor 

prices. The model anticipates ten years forward the potential future electricity demand, taking into account 

past trends of demand, and computes an optimal mix of electricity productive capacities to face future needs 

at the lowest cost, expecting that fuel prices will stay at their current level. Three technologies can 

incorporate a CCS device: Combine Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT), Supercritical coal plant, andIntegrated coal 

Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC). Each technology is characterized by a date of availability across each 

region, a level of energy efficiency, a capital cost when arriving to the market, a technology learning rate, 

and maximum socially and technically achievable market shares. 
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A.2.5. Biofuel and Coal-To-Liquid (CTL) 

In our numerical exercises with the Imaclim-R modeling framework, biofuels (first and second generation) 

and Coal-To-Liquid fuels represent the main alternatives to refined oil over the21stcentury.  

 

Biofuels: The penetration of biofuels in energy supply is modeled according to worldwide supply curves 

published by the IEA (2006). They have been interpolated to integrate an annual continuum of the curves 

between 2001 and2100 into the Imaclim-R model. Production potentials increase with time simultaneously 

with cost reductions thanks to constant technical progress. These production potential increases are mainly 

due to maturing, at middle term, of so-called second-generation technologies: the cellulosic-lignite branch 

for ethanol and the biomass liquefaction branch for biodiesel. The penetration of biofuels on the liquid fuels 

market depends on their competitiveness and availability. Both aspects are calculated by equaling out the 

marginal production costs of each type of biofuel and the price of fuel produced by the “classical” branch of 

refined crude oil, with an eventual increase due to a carbon tax in the case of climate policies. 

 

Coal-To-Liquid (CTL): As soon as oil prices exceed a threshold value pCTL
10,CTL producers are willing to fill 

the gap between total liquid fuel demand D(t) and the total supply by other sources (refined oil and biofuels) 

S(t).Their production objective is thenD(t)-S(t). But they may miss this objective because of insufficient 

delivery capacity at a given point in time as a result of past under-investments. Indeed, under imperfect 

foresight, a period of low oil prices affects the profitability prospects of CTL and suggests postponing the 

investments in this technology: CTL investments are driven by the current level of oil price at each date, and 

cumulative investments over time are then a function of the sum of past trends of oil price as follows 

.  

The share s of the targeted CTL production that is actually realized given the constraints on production 

investments is an increasing function of cumulative investments and, hence, of .As soon as oil price 

exceeds pCTL , CTL production is then given by:  

 

A share of CO2 emissions due to CTL production can be sequestrated, as a growing function of the carbon 

tax.  

 

A.3. The transportation sector in the Imaclim-R model 

 

In the static equilibrium, transport of passengers and merchandise are characterized by the following 

parameters: 

• The level of equipment of the households in personal vehicles, 

                                                
10 We take pCTL= $120/Bbl for all scenarios 
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• The efficiency of the fleet of personal vehicles, 

• The capacities of the different modes of transport, 

• The coefficients of intermediary energy consumption in the transport sectors, 

• The coefficients of intermediary consumptions of transport in all of the sectors. 

 

The transportation sector in IMACLIM-R and the rebound effect 

The transportation modelling is an attempt to disentangle specific mechanisms of transportation 

dynamics: 

• The transportation demand described in the static equilibrium allows representing in a stylized way 

(i) rebound effects (Greening et al, 2000) associated with energy efficiency improvements and (ii) 

the induction of mobility demand by infrastructure policies (Goodwin, 1996) that determines the 

modal break down. To that end, the households' mobility is defined as an aggregate of four 

imperfectly substitutable travelling modes (air travel, public transportation modes, personal cars and 

non motorized modes). This aggregate is one of the elements of each region representative 

household's utility function. Households' choices are made, in addition to a budget constraint under 

a travelling-time constraint. Each mode's “effective speed” (average distance covered in an hour of 

travel time) is described as a growing function of the dedicated public infrastructures. As for 

productive sectors, transport consumption (an intermediate input which includes freight) depends on 

specific Leontief coefficients (reflecting the sectors' transportation intensity), leading to a total 

“intermediate demand” consistent with the economic activity level. These coefficients evolve in time 

in function of the scenarios. 

• The transportation dynamic module alters the technical constraints that hinge on transportation 

demand formation in the static equilibrium: it keeps track of and adjusts the energy efficiency of 

vehicles, households' car equipment, the freight content of economic activity and last but not least 

transportation infrastructure policies. 

 

More practically, total households' time dedicated to mobility evolves correlatively to total population. The 

motorization rate is related to the evolution of per capita disposable income with a 

variable income-elasticity: for very poor people, the access to motorized mobility rests on public modes and 

income-elasticity remains low; households with a medium per capita income have access to private 

motorized mobility and the motorization rate becomes very sensitive to variations of income; for the higher 

per capita income levels (those prevailing in the OECD) saturation effects appear and the income elasticity of 

the motorization rate declines. Numerical values are adjusted from SMP Model (Fulton and Eads, 2004) for 

comparable GDP per capita growth comparable. As emerging economies may play a lead role in increasing 

mobility demand, we encompassed uncertainty on their future own mobility demand by adjusting the income 

elasticities found in the previous calibration to a higher or lower value in function of the development pattern 

scenario variable. 
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Various policies about investment in transport infrastructure can be tested through different routines, but we 

stick to the conservative assumption that transportation infrastructure building follows the modal mobility 

evolution. The freight content of the economic growth evolution is an exogenous scenario.  

 

The electric vehicle, in competition with four technologies 

Five types of personal vehicles (also referred as “technologies” in this subsection) are considered in this 

version of Imaclim-R: internal combustion engine standard, efficient ICE, hybrid and efficient hybrid, electric 

vehicle (EV). Each technology is specified as a set of a capital cost, an energy intensity and an operating and 

maintaining cost (O&M). 

 

Energy consumption (stated in liters of gasoline equivalent by kilometer, lge/km) is related to conventional 

gasoline and diesel, but also to biofuels and synfuels as CTL or electricity. Instead of having specific car 

technologies for each liquid fuel type, those are supposed to be mixable with refined oil, and all the modeled 

vehicles (except EVs) can run equally well on a blend of CTL, biofuel or diesel/gasoline. Electric consumption 

is typically null except for EVs (we do not explicitly take plug-in hybrid vehicles into account). O&M costs are 

considered as variable costs and modeled as a quantity of composite sector consumed per unit of traveled 

distance. 

 

Each year, an endogenous vehicle equipment rate is computed by the dedicated dynamic module of 

IMACLIM-R, as a region-specific function of personal income: this rate derives from annual sales 

and yearly fleet depreciation (given the vintaged stocks and lifetimes). They are then allocated amongst the 

different technologies in function of the complete life cycle cost (LCC) of each technology, its capital cost, 

energy intensity, electricity and liquid fuels prices (including all taxes as well as a hypothetical carbon tax), 

operating and maintaining (O&M) costs, the annual average travelled distance and a discount rate . Market 

share of a given vehicle type is then computed trough a logit function on LCCs in order to account for 

inhomogeneous customers' preferences and diversity of cars uses. Taking into account that only a small part 

of the fleet is replaced each year we eventually compute the regional fleet input-output coefficient as a 

mean on all operating car vintages. Thus, energy efficiency improvement is encompassed at a 

macroeconomic scale: when fuel prices grow, households naturally go over more energy efficient cars. 

 

As for all technologies in the IMACLIM-R model, the car dynamic module lays on a full representation of 

induced technical change through the broad use of learning curves that link decrease in capital cost to the 

cumulative sale of a given technology. 

 


